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Lenormand, R. Rec. Aug 4, 1847

Ans. Aug 30, 1848

Vire, May 10, 1847

Sir,

You must be singularly surprised at not having received any news from me since the

letter that you honored me with of July 23 last. It is not by négligence that I was so late in

thanking you for your extrême kindness, but because several packages with several

Cuscuta and many interesting plants from the south of France, only just arrived in the

last few days. I did not waist a single instant to finish my packaging and at this moment I

am addressing the crate that contains ail thèse items to be sent to Mr. Jules Gardye in

Le Havre, so that he can remit them to you through the intermediary that you mentioned

to me, Mr Guddecke Woods and Company, a businessman in New Orléans. I hurry to

add to this letter before placing it in the post office, the name of the vessel and of its

captain, who will be in charge of the remittance, in order that you may reclaim it with

ease.

Your crate did not arrive until the end of last December, and just as you told me in your

last letter of last September, this delay began causing me great anxiety. Thankfully it did

not suffer damage during the journey and ail the plants that it enclosed were in the best

possible condition. I hurry to tell you of the pleasure that the richness of your generosity

caused me.This has been very favourable for me as it has filled a gap that existed in my
herbarium. Would it be too much to ask you, dear Sir, to please make me a part of the

unusual plants that surround you. I will not repeat what I have already told you on this

subject: you know of my désire to provide you with ail the material that you may need.

I hope that my dispatch will give you at least a part of the pleasure that yours has given

me. I conformed with your prescription and only composed phanerogams ( a seed plant

or flowering plant), coming from Lycerenee, from the south and from the west of France.

There are 669 that I collected for you as representing the samples of this région. Thèse

are ail the ones that I could offer you at this moment. You will find ail the Cuscuta that I

have. I shared with you ail my samples and I vividly désire that there will be a number of

them that will for you be entirely new. Mr. Babington, whom I visited in England, sent me
the two species that he named. I also asked our friend Descaine and this is what he

gave me as an answer in regards this subject: this summer one of my friends Mr. de

Lors, will be in the United States where he will meet with Mr. Agassis who will be with

Mr. Engelman. I will therefore remit to him the Cuscuta. I will tell you in passing that I

am also busy with this group of plants, in a physiologie and anatomic point of view. The
spécifie question will only play a third rôle. My research is already quite advanced and I

should have the last word on fertilization, therefore my work is ready to be published. I

believe I cleared the manner of insertion, the phenomenon which is related to the

absorption and suction of liquids of this parasitic plant. I believe that it will be analogous

to what I have published. If you already have written to Mr. Engelmann, remind him of

my remittance of the Cuscuta. Tell him, however, that therewill be only be sprigs but

that they will have certain value because they are the species already described by Mr.

Choisy. You will have been informed that Mr. Descaine has lately been made member of

the Institute, replacing Mr. Dutrochet. It is he who is behind Mr. Mirbel, whom, without

doubt he will finally succeed.



I included in my package a small bouquet of hydrophytes from our seas and our waters

to try to give you a taste. But if you persist in excluding the cryptogams from your

studies and if you should have a few naturalists that you think would be interested, offer

thèse to them. I could send numerous collections to those that may be interested, in

exchange of phanerogams and cryptogams of America. Among the enumerated algae

that are in my envoy, I can only give you the name of the first one which is a Sargasum
sacciferum aq. The others seemed to me to be new; I have mentioned this to Kuting,

who is busy writing a "Synopsis Algarum sue usqui cognitarumM should also tell you
that he gave me the information that I requested.

Among the plants that you where so kind to send me, please recall that, I have asked

you to send as many Cuscuta as possible. I would like to have a collection that cornes

from you. The Euphorbia are also a species that I like very well. I will be careful to

include some of them in my next dispatch to you.

Please accept, dear Sir, the most distinguished regards in which I have the honor of

holding you.

Your totally devout and obediant servant,

R. Lenormand

The crate is adressed to Mr. Guddecke Woods and Co. in New Orléans and placed on
the vessel Eimoleon, Captain Dryer.

Addressed as follows: Monsieur le Docteur Engelmann, Naturalist,

St. Louis, Missouri

Translation: Manfred Thurmann
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Lenormand, R. Rec. April 16 Ans. Feb 13, 1851

Vire, February 9, 1849

Dear Sir,

If I have not thanked you earlier for the nice letter that you had the kindness of writing

me last August 28, it is because during the time that it arrived I was busy doing many
things not botanical. Last May I was nominated sub administrator of our district, without

having been consulted or even warned. I was therefore obliged to accept this job in order

to gain the confidence placed on me by my co-citizens. They were afraid that a stranger

did not want to disturb the tranquility of our country, which is what had occured in so

many other places of France. I can't tell you how much it has cost to make this sacrifice

that is being requested from me. For eight months I was condemned to a type of crazy

job that was not to my liking nor within my habits. I bemoaned at every instant to have

had to abandon ail my cherished studies for such an unrewarding occupation. At last the

hour of my deliverance arrived at the end of 1848. If I cannot avoid regretting the time

that I lost for Botany I at least have the consolation that the voices of my compatriots

were quiet, as perfect order did not cease in my district, during this time.

It is with a sort of feverish ardour that I resumed my type of life, so calm and so

peaceful. I began by making some order in my study; but my greatest wish is to begin

showing signs of life in my correspondence. Most could not explain my silence and could

not know what had become of the coworkers to whom I attach a high price and which I

want to reestablish. Your name came about, as had to be the case, as the first one in my
recollection and I hurry in thanking you for your benevolent disposition towards me. I was
delighted to learn that my first dispatch gave you pleasure. I hope that the one I am
accumulating to send you this year, will not be less interesting. It will contain a large

number of rare or entirely new phanerogams, that have been discovered in France,

thanks to the scholarly research of Mr. Jordan and other distinguished naturalists. I will

do everything in my power to acquire the majority of them. It will give me great pleasure

to share with you ail that I have collected. I benefited from the information that you gave

me in regards to Mr Gailey and I hurried to suggest to him to correspond with me. He
agreed with perfect kindness. I sent him a package of algae together with a letter which I

asked him to let you read. I am very pleased with this family of cryptogams. I will take

care to collect as many as I can; the collection that I have started was momentarily

interrupted by my relations with Germany. I could not give you the name of the species

that are in your envoy, but I will inform you about them later on.The package that you

were so kind to send me will be ready and addressed like the previous one, to Mr. Jules

Gardye, businessman in Le Havre, who will remit it to me. Please include as many ferns

as possible, because it is a family that I am very interested in. AH the Cryptogams of

Lichens, Mosses, Algae and Mushrooms that you can include with the Phanerogams, will

be equally received with open arms. Please also send the samples of which you will have

much information.

Accept dear Sir, new reassurances of my sincère dévotion.

From your devoted and affectionate,

R. Lenormand

Translation. Manfred Thurmann
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R. Lenormand Rec. June 1 Ans. Feb. 13, 1851

Vire, February 18, 1850

Dear Sir,

While looking at the date ( August 28, 1848) of the last letter that I had the pleasure of

receiving from you and which I have been unable to answer, I am beginning to fear that

the crate of plants that you had the kindness of promising me for this winter or next

spring, were lost en route, that is if you sent them to me, because we are nearly at the

end of the second month of 1850. Please, therefore, reassure me and let me know the

means of transport that you employed to send it to me, so that I can inform Mr. Jules

Gardye, my correspondent in Le Havre, so that he can initiate the search, of what you

have sent me and which if lost would cause me the most profound distress. Relieve me I

pray, of this uncertainty, as promptly as possible but if your occupations have not allowed

you to do this until now, please be so kind to not forget your colleague by giving him

some of your disposable time.

I replaced as well as I could, the time in 1849, that I could not employ for Botany and

which caused me great distress. After having given signs of life to most of my colleagues,

ail my time has been used without interruption from June to the end of November, in

préparation of a portion of the Algae that I had in storage. This work was indispensable

and of the greatest urgency, so as to address the numerous demands that were sent to

me from ail over, regarding plants that are researched more and more and have become
the subject of my time for already many years. I have been trying to catch up with my
correspondence, which has been lax for the past year. Among the species that I

rearranged, I found a certain number that I could offer you of which the majority are

exotic. I will be sure to include them in my first dispatch as you seemed to have had a

favorable impression of the ones I sent you previously. Thanks to you, dear Sir, my
wishes to get in touch with Mr Gailey, to ask him to correspond with me, have been

achieved with great success and I obtained from that botanist, who is as obliging as he is

scholarly, hydrophytes that gave me the greatest pleasure. Several had for me the merit

that they were new, and ail, thanks to the hand of the one who gave them to me, were

labeled in regards to the locality from where they were collected. I will not refrain from

giving you the name of those that you have so kindly sent me, with numbers and from

Kutsing, who is the best judge in this matter, the information that I asked him for. i will

receive them without doubt and then will be able to inform you of my future dispatch

which I will begin as soon as I have received news from you. I will offer you

phanerogams, worthy of your interest and that have been collected not only in foreign

lands but also in the most reknowned locations in France. Even today I have received a

package of plants from Lycenee, that I have not yet reviewed, but that at first sight make
me recognize a number of rare plants and even new ones.. Rest assured that you will

receive your portion. Please continue, I beg of you, to send to Mr. Gardye, businessman

in Le Havre, the packages that you wish me to receive. Count on me to procure

everything that I believe might me agréable to you . I believe that you also think that it is

as pleasurable to receive as to give.

Please accept, dear Sir, my renewed assurances of sincère affection.

From your devout,

René Lenormand

Translation: M. Thurmann
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René Lenormand Rec. Feb. 17 Ans. Jan. 27 1853

Vire, January 4, 18^

Dear Sir,

I did not answer your very kind and helpful letter of last February 13, eartier, because I

was awaiting the arrivai of the plants that you had the kindness to tell me about, so that I

could thank you for both. I was also overloaded with of ail kind of work, that arrived

without interruption, which made the year drift away, not allowing me to give signs of life.

I am today taking advantage of some spare time, to talk with you and to tell you how
much I appreciate your benevolent disposition towards me. I am sure it did not dépend on

you, not to have begun gathering what you wanted to place in the package, as you most

likely wanted to accumulate more material before you sent it. In effect it is better to send

larger packages, with more plants, less frequently, as they will give more pleasure and in

this way will be less expensive.

Dear Sir, I am not afraid of asking you for very much, because I will be able to send as

much as I receive and in this way we will both benefit from each other. In addition to the

spécimen from the Mississippi Valley that you have sent me until now, the ones of New
Mexico and Texas will be aprticularly agreeable, because I do not have any from thèse

régions. Therefore I am indebted to your extrême kindness. If you could add plants from

other régions of America, specially those of the south and west, I would be most greatful.

Therefore take ail the time you need to review those of which you have doubles so that

you can put aside those that you might be able to dispose of.

Not only will I be able to offer you plants from Spain and Portugal of which you have

none, as you have told me, but also from countries that are further away and that will be

of more value when you see them. Among the first would you like ail those that I can

dispose of, because of their locality, even though they may also grow in France, or would

you like them to be only from the Iberian Peninsula? Or would you also like some from

Greece and Dalmatia as well as from the north eastern portion of Germany? I can also

obtain some for you from New Holland and from the Cape of Good Hope, if they would be

of value to you. I am talking only about phanerogams, because it is thèse that at présent

are keeping you busy. Later on, and according to what your heart tells you, we will return

to the Algae, thèse will allow me to offer you yet something else. Do not worry about

letting me know about your choices, and always be assured that I will do everything that

dépends on me to satisfy your needs. Please tell me about the countries that have

helped enrich your herbarium and also those where the production of plants is less and

therefore their information is incomplète..At every opportunity, I will try to fill the gaps

that may exist in your collection.

If among your duplicates you should have Cryptogams, please don't forget that I like

them as much as I do the Phanerogams therefore please keep them together. There is

a family which together with the Algae I prefer and they are the Ferns. Texas, the two

Mexicos and California must grow in their mountains and hot and humid for^s, a large
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number of them. I recommend them to you in a very spécial way and thank you in

advance for ail those that you could collect for me.

Allow me, dear Sir, before I end this letter, to send you according to our custom here in

France, at this time, my most vivid and sincère vows for your happiness during this year

that has just begun. I also hope that your herbarium will be enriched by many and rare

plants!

Please, accept, dear Sir the assurance of my sincère and devout affection.

René Lenormand

One of my friends, Mr. Bruns, lawyer at the civil courts of the city of Lyon, where he also

lives ( Rue de Boeuf ) , has a superb collection of Lepidoptera of France and other parts

of Europe. However he has none from America. He would like to get some. If you should

know someone who is an entomologist who would like to trade insects with him, he could

include his remmittance in the package that you are sending me. I will place his together

with mine. Mr. Brun is only interested in the Lepidoptera.

translation. Manfred Thurmann
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René Lenormand Rec. Aug. 25, 1853 Ans. Paris July 8, 1857

Vire, July 21, 18/3

Dear Sir,

It has been a long time since I received your letter, through the kind intermediation of Mr
Carrey, and the precious package of plants that you had the kindness of sending me. If I

have not thanked you earlier, for the profound pleasure that the possession of the

richness that it contained, it is because I was overcome for a long time with Influenza,

that reigned in our country for about six months. and which took an épidémie character.

The forced rest that this indisposition caused me, produced a clutter of extra work that I

have not been able to disentangle. But one of my first and most pleasing duties is to send
you my gratitude for your generosity in my behalf. Nearly ail the plants contained in your

package, are new to me.You can imagine the value I attach to them and how happy I am
to own them.

Because you give me such little latitude to reciprocate, I will try to do my best to

recompense you for the pleasure you have given me. If I should not achieve this as well

as you would désire, it will not be that I did not place ail my efforts in it. I always regret

that the Cryptogams, and mainly the Algae, were not sufficient to seduce you. I would
have been more able to enrich your collection.

I will wait until I send you a package, to have collected sufficient material, so that it will

be worth your while.. One of thèse days I am receiving a package from the St.

Petersburg Academy of Science, that will contain plants from Siberia. I have received

some from Algeria, and others from distant countries have been promised to me. I will

choose from ail I have and from ail that I will receive, those that I believe would be most
agréable to you. I am sending this letter together with another that I wrote Mr Curtis, to

thank him for the marvelous package that he had the kindness of giving me and I have
asked him to make it available to you.

Please excuse me for not writing more, but my time is limited, therefor I have to be
concise. Please accept again, dear Sir, my thanks and the assurances of my most
devout and sincère affection.

René Lenormand

Sent to: Monsieur le Doctor Engelmann, naturalist.

St. Louis, Missouri

translation. Manfred Thurmann
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René Lenormand Rec. Paris July 12 Ans. July 14

Vire July 10, I8J7

Dear Sir,

I cannot express the agréable surprise that I had in receiving, yesterday, the kind and
helpful letter that you had the goodness of sending me. What can I do on my side to
pave the remainder of the road, that séparâtes us, to have the pleasure of making your
Personal acquaintance.! However, unsurmountable obstacles remain and I must accept
the satisfaction to communicate with you with a pen not being able to do it in-vivo.

I was awaiting to receive news from you and attribute your silence to the many médical
occupations that you talked to me about, in your last letter. Thank God you have decided
to dedicate yourself completely to botany, and I am enchanted to see that you are doing it

with more fervor than ever. Your work an Cacti should be of great interest. That family
does not shine in my herbarium, as it is absent. The difficultés to collect and to conserve
that plant, in spite of its extrême beauty, makes it absent in the packages that corne from
abroad. At least that is what has happened to me.

I don't even have those that you like so dearly, the Cuscutae, on which you have
already described so many new aspects. Since I sent you those that I had, ten years
ago, I have received several new ones that I will be delighted to share with you, if you do
not have them. Following are their names and where they are from, so that you can see if

they could be of interest to you.

Cuscuta elegans sp. nova Boiss and Bent, from Asia Minor
Cuscuta Balansee sp. nova Boiss and ? from Asia Minor.
Cuscuta subulata binco from Sicily.

Cuscuta alba dresl. from Sicily.

Cuscuta Babylonia Aucher from Asia Minor.
Cuscuta Palaestina Boiss from Asia Minor.
Cuscuta trifolii Babingt. sent from England by him.
Cuscuta approxïmata Babingt. This scolar sent it to me from England to which

this species was brought with the seeds of Medicago sativa, coming from
Afghanistan.

Cuscuta monogyna Vahl from Syria.

Cuscuta aurantiaca sequiem from Corsica..
Cuscuta sehkuhriana Pfeiff from Bohemia.
Cuscuta stylosa Chois from Mexico.
Cuscuta verrucosa Sweet from the Botanical Garden in Ghent where it is a
parasite of the Narium-Oleander.
Cuscuta soligonosia Engelmanni ( C. Cefatiana Bertot) from Verneil and Piémont.
Cuscuta acutissima Buchinger from Abyssinia.
Finally a Cuscuta without name, parasite of the Daphne alpina, collected in

Greece by Dr. Helreich.
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years ago, through Mr.Carrey. I can not do anything to acquit myself except by asking
you to tell me which of the plants that I have doubles, would interest you. I have already
given you a sample of what may interest you, but since then I have received plants from
Italy, Asia Minor, Haiti, Phillipines ( as part of the Cumming collection, that unfortunately
are not always in good condition, and most of them only have a number), from Brazil,

from St. Malo and from the Straight of Magellan. I hope that among ail of thèse there will

be some that may be new to you. If the Algae and the other Cryptogams would tempt
you, it will be they that will give me the opportunity to reciprocate your generosity. I have
a certain number of exotic plants that are as remarkable by their beauty as by their rarity.

Please tell me which I should include in my envoy so that I can address it to you.

I will include a list of species with which I am indebted to your kindness, so that you can
see which I am missing among the duplicates that you may have available. Their number
reaches about 600 and you could be of the greatest service to me if you would increase
this wealth. I love the plants of the United States. Mr. Curtis sent me many from the
Carolinas. The végétation of Texas, New Mexico and southern areas must be very
différent. Your last package of Phanerogams from New Mexico, only had stickers with
numbers. If you could now give the names corresponding to thèse numbers, I would be
very appréciative.

I hope that I will soon receive the plants from California. In San Francisco they have
founded an Academy of Natural Sciences that gave me the honor of naming me as a
correspondent. They told me that they would be sending me a package. I still have
nothing from that area that is known by its unique and beautiful végétation. The bulletin

from the meetings of that society gave me the information that there are several botanists
that are actively engaged in research and in writing about what they have described in

their surroundings. Are you planning to stay in Europe or are you returning to the New
World? Whatever may be the location of your future résidence, I hope that you will

choose to continue our relationship, which for me has been very charming. I will be
delighted if you find pleasure in remaining in touch with me.

Accept, dear Sir, my newest assurances of sincère and devout affection.

René Lenormand

Translated Manfred Thurmann
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René Lenormand Rec. Paris July 17 Ans. Paris August 7

Vire Juiy 16, 18^7

Dear Sir,

I hurry to answer you in regards to the samples of the species Cuscuta, that you
mentioned in your last letter and that you could supply for me. I add the Cuscuta alba,

because it was collected in Palermo by Todaro; it could very well be named after him.

Tell me, I pray, the name of the species that corne from Egypt. I do not think that the

Cuscuta acutissima of Buchinger was described by him in any book. I gave it this name
in order to be able to distribute it with the other plants form Abyssinia that he received

from Schinter in 1874. The Cuscuta Cefatiana was described by Bertoloni.

Because you like the Sparganium I believe it will be nice for you to have those from
Lapland, sent to me last year by Mr. Angstrom, and which in their majority are new. I will

also not forget the ?Oligmacena, as I will have some that may be of interest to you.

I will get busy in preparing for you a package by October, as you plan to return to the
United States in February. I will do the best to make it agréable to you by the number and
the variety of of species included. I will include the list of ail of those that I am indebted by
your kindness and even the numbers of the ones from New Mexico that you also sent
me, so that you will have the kindness to tell me their name as you describe them.

I will take advantage of the beautiful weather to prépare a certain number of exotic

Algae that I have stored. This occupation will take me about two months. I will hope that

thèse lovely plants will be as much the object of your interest as they are of mine! I will

offer you everything that I believe would interest you. Yours I have reserved in advance.
Perhaps before mine are ready, I will have received the package from California. If I

should have this pleasantness I will hurry to divide it with you.

Accept again, dear Sir, the assurance of my affection and entire dévotion.

René Lenormand

translation. Manfred Thurmann
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René Lenormand Rec. Munich Oct. 25 Ans. Frankfurt Dec. 16

Vire October 16, 18J7

Dear Sir,

I hurry to inform you that today I witl send you a package of plants, through the Impérial

Bureau of Parcels Service of our city. It will then go by train to Caen, and it should arrive

at about the same time as this letter. I began to prépare them as soon as I could take my
hands out of the water, where they had been 10 to 12 hours per day for more that two

months, without interruption. Because the Algae have for you only a secondary interest,

you will find none in my envoi. I will still need much time before I have the results of my
endeavors, and the delay that I may have caused you, will have been a loss tor you.

Among my duplicates, I chose the phanerogams that I believe would be the most
interesting for you. They came from Haiti, the Marquesa tslands, the Phillipines,

California, Asia Minor, etc. I hope my correspondants will provide me in the near future

with new material that will merit your attention and will be reserved in advance, because
without doubt you will return to the United States. I will see to it that you receive the

package. I also hope the distance that will separate us will not be an obstacle to our

relations and that you will have the kindness of telling me the manner in which I can send
you ail what is destined to you.

You will find with my plants the list of ail the ones that you so kindly gave me. I don't

doubt that among the doubles you have brought with you, there will be many species

that I do not have. Other than you, I have no one, except Mr. Curtis, that enrich me with

many plants, not only beautiful but rare, collected in the Carolinas.The végétation of

Texas and New Mexico and other southern areas of the United States, are very thinly

represented in my herbarium. If you could give me the name of ail or a portion of the

ones collected by Fendler, I will be endebted to you kindness, even if they only have
numbers or generic names. I would be very thankful if, before you départ from Europe,

you would détermine other things that I could procure for you. I will always be entirely at

your service.

Please be so good, dear Sir, to not delay any news you wish to send me, informing me if

my package has arrived in good shape and if you have been satisfied.

Accept my renewed assurances of affection and total dévotion.

René Lenormand

translation Manfred Thurmann (1998)
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René Lenormand Rec. Florence April 28 Ans. Le Havre July 28

Vire, April 7, I8f8

Dear Sir,

I will wait to reply to your last letter, until you return from Italy, which should occur at the
beginning of April. I hurry to give you signs of life prior to your departure for America.

You caused me great joy in reassuring me that my package gave you great pleasure. I

will be sure, in the near future, to make known to you the names of the plants that have
ail the numbers. I did it this way so that I could learn from you what you have to say on
this subject. As I labeled them in the same way, it will be easy for me to send you the
information that I have collected. I will without doubt, have others that I shall send you
which will be végétation from our colonies in Oceania (South Sea Islands) that are being
explored at this time by three of my correspondents. They are as yet imperfectly known
and it is more than probable that they will find very many plants that are entirely new.
They are excellent in uniting their efforts to find the flora in thèse far away régions, and
will communicate with me ail what they have found, so that I can help them in any way
possible. They will give spécial attention to the Marquesa Islands, Haiti and New
Caledonia.

I do not need to tell you, dear Sir, how happy I will be to divide with you ail the riches
that I receive. I am sure they will offer you great interest as I don't believe you have
many of thèse plants just like my herbarium does not. Mr Viueillard, who has lived in New
Caledonia for two years, promised me in his last letter to send me a package in March,
that just passed by. I am sure that he will have kept his word but I will still have to wait for
the time when I have it in my hands. He will place it in a state vessel that will take at least
four or five months to make the crossing. Anyway, as one of our proverbs says:
everything happens for he waits long enough. If my patience is tested, I will be well
compensated by the joy I will savour to be able to see and study the plants that for me
will have the merit of being new.

Joyfully our letters came very soon. It took only two months via England, for them to
arrive at their destination. We will therefore be able to communicate promptly our
observations and desires. I will profit by attracting particular attention of my friends in

regards the species that will have greatest value.

I also hope to renew our relations with Australia, where I have written two naturalists
recommended by one of their friends. I have communicated with the director of the
Botanical Garden in Ceylan, who already sent me a magnificent package from that
island. Anyhow I have other people who have promised me the most spectacular results
in the future.

I give you ail thèse détails, dear Sir, to give you an idea of my work and to tell you that if

I could procure plants from the United States you can count on me to send you those of
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the other countries that should stimulate your interest. ! have trust in your accustomed
kindness, to reserve for me a portion of your collection of the disposable samples that
you will receive.You have made me hope for a dispatch before you leave for America. If

you are able to keep your word without it causing you any trouble, I will be so very
thankful and appréciative. You already have a list of ail the species that through your
generosity I have received. Give me ail what you are able to of what I have not yet
received. If it were possible I would like you to give me the names of ail the species from
New Mexico collected by Fondler. This would be of great service to me.

Have you been happy with your voyage to Italy? Have you made the acquaintance of ail

the botanists? The season was favorable therefore you could "herborize" yourself among
the herbarium and the public collections and perhaps even reap a good harvest.

Accept, dear Sir, the newest assurance of my very sincère affection and entire dévotion.

René Lenormand

translation: Manfred Thurmann 1998
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Lenorman, René Rec. June 11 Ans. Oct. 25 1867

Vire, May 22, 1860

Dear Sir,

I hurry to thank you for the precious présent that you had the kindness of sending me.

Yesterday I received in perfect condition your works on Cactacea, on Cuscutea and on

two new species of Graminee particular to the United States. The magnificent

illustrations of the first were absolutely admirable. It is impossible to see anything more

perfect. You are to be complimented for the exécution which leaves nothing to be desired

and for the complète analysis of each species. I probably would not recognize any of

thèse plants if it were not for your drawings and descriptions; I can never-the-less say

that I will recognize them much better than the majority of the spécimen that I own. You
have built for the men of science a splendid monument, that places you first among
those that cultivate science with the greatest success. I wonder, have you not become
interested in other groups of végétation that are rare, difficult to grow and nearly

impossible to préserve? I would encourage you to become interested in this subject with

a monograph that will immortalize the one who is recognized by ail présent and future

botanists. I am also happy that you have judged me worthy to own such a precious work.

I will place it in a location of honor in my library so that it immediately can be viewed by

friends that corne and visit me. After me, it will surely find a meritorious place, together

with my botanical collections, in the gallery of books of natural history at the University of

Caen, that is one of the richest and best preserved.

Your excellent monograph of the Cuscuta, I will use more frequently and will use it right

away to classify the spécimen that I now have. This job will not be difficult, because you

already had the kindness to study and classify them; I hope to be able to increase their

number, and will now be able to recognize those that I receive. In the meantime I will

save for you a part of the samples that I deem interesting and will place them together

with the other things that I send you. I would like the opinion of the master so that I do

not make any mistakes in species and genders that présent serious difficulties.

The two new graminee, that were worthy of your attention, are most interesting and I

wonder if you would be so kind and provide me with some samples, if that should be

possible. I have in my collection a goodly number of Glumocea. Thèse, with the two

gender that you have created, would be for me a great treasure.

I am trying with more fervor that ever to enrich my herbarium as much as possible,

since I gave much of it to the University of Caen. By doing this I will be sure that, when I

am in another world, where I would still like to work in a herbarium, if that were possible,

my collections will be useful to science. I would not want this if I new that they would be

destroyed after my death. They will join those of my friends Lamouroux from Urville,

Turpin and Chavin who have already been placed in the gallery of botanists and will be

consulted by those who will corne after me, and who will love, like we do, to work with our

dear botany.

This destiny is what makes me fear not to be indiscrète in renewing my pleas together

with my friends, of the promises they have been so kind to make. You are, dear Sir, one

of those that I must address. Not only am I expecting some plants, but also the
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name of the species that you sent me, together with the numbers of the ones I gave you
a list. I am already indebted to your generosity. I would also ask you to do me the favor of

sending me two of some of the rare plants that you have and that I don't yet.

If in this way I can remain in contact with you, already been indebted to you, I hope I will

have the means to prove to you in some other way my gratitude, in more ways than only

by talking. One of my friends who already sent me such nice things from Haiti, will return

this year from New Caledonia, where he is in charge of the health of one of our military

posts. I will bring back ail the plants that he has collected, because he is afraid of

allowing thèse to be transported in one of the merchant ships, because of the long time it

takes for their travels. They do not have a sufficient guarantee for the correct

conservation of the spécimens. He will personally send me the portion that is destined to

me and which must be considrable. I was awaiting several dispatches from the middle

east specially from Ceylan and from the Himalayan mountains. I will also receive plants

from Australia, Japan, Guadalupe, and the West Indies. I need to tell you, dear Sir, that a
part of thèse plants has been reserved for you and which I will send you as soon as I

have collected a sufficient number to include in a crate. Trust me, I will make them arrive

safely. I won't forget the gender that you prefer which will include the Cuscuta, the

Euphorbia stipulata and the Alismacee. I will divide with you ail the ones I have.

"*fte&se accept, dear Sir, my many thanks and my devout attachment to your friendship.

René Lenormand

Translation: Manfred Thurmann
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René Lenormand Rec. November 9th Ans. October 25 1867

Vire, October 23, I863

My dear Sir,

I was delighted to receive, the day before yesterday, the verbal proceedings from the St.

Louis Academy of Sciences, that you had the kindness of addressing to me. I was happy

mainly because of the excellence of the work that you have published. They gave me
information about you, making me realize that you continue to be consecrated to the

study of our cherished botany. Not having heard from you since your last letter that you

so kindly wrote from Le Havre, at the time of your departure for America. I have

frequently been distressed and have been very anxious in regards to your comments

about that horrible war that is desolating the United States and filling the world with

blood. Have you been able to stay in the résidence that you took when you arrived? This

is the question that I have had not knowing where to send my letters. This is the reason

why you have not heard from me sooner. However I see, thank God, that the St. Louis

Academy of Science, is lucky in having you as président and that under your direction it

pursues many worthwhile avenues. I hurry therefore to establish correspondence with

you. This is so dear to me; its interruption caused me great distress. I wish that on your

behalf you will soon give me signs of life.

The description and the illustration that you have given to several new species of

Gentiana, ardently makes me want to have some. If this should be possible, and

because I like this gender so much, I ask you in a most humble way, to be so kind to

send me some samples. This would make me very happy.

On my side I still have many interesting things to offer you, as the plant richness does

not cease to abound in my herbarium, from parts of the world such as the west Indies,

Australia, and New Caledonia from where I have already received and am awaiting a

collection as rare as it is unusual. Two of my friends explore with indefatigable zeal, this

last country that is so new to science. I hope that the botanists from Paris who are in

charge of making it known to the scholars will be as quick in describing them as the

travelers are in discovering them. I hope I can présent you with a pretty New Caledonian

bouquet.

Close to four months of last year, I prepared Australian Algae, of which I received a

large crate. I had to place them ail in water. I would not have done this had it not been for

my wife that came to my aid. She prepared the largest portion of about eleven thousand

samples that passed through our hands. They did not represent but about 100 species. I

was very interested in their study. This let me familiarize myself with a végétation that

was so new and so incompletely studied. If you have preserved some taste for the

charming family of the Algaes, it would give me great pleasure to share with you half of

what I own.
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In regards to Algae, I saw that in the oral proceedings of your Academy, Dr. Hilgard

presented a collection that he had prepared. I was pleased that he accepted those that

were exotic and indigineous and of which I can send him a great number, in exchange of

some that he may have and that I désire. Would you have the kindness of acting as

intermediary between us?

I beg of you to tell me how I can make my packages get to you. Yours you can address to

Mr. Jules Gardye, businessman in Le Havre, with intructions so that they be sent to me.

Could you give me news on the Révérend Mr. Curtis who went to live in North Carolina. If

he still is there he would find himself in the theater of war itself. I hope he has not

become a victim. Could you please make his address known to me? I was unable to

thank Mr. Enckermann for the fascicle of American Lichen that he had the kindness of

sending me. I also have to know where to write him.

My wife also has a favour to ask from you and that is to please corne to her aid in her

collection of postal stamps that she has begun, to detach herself from botanical

endeavours which she was so kind to help me with. There are a multitude of stamps in

America and without doubt in your ample correspondence you must have many that no
longer are useful to you, once the letter and the stamp have been post marked. If you

could be of help to her we would appreciate your kindness very much. Her album is

beginning to fill, but there are many gaps that perhaps could be partially filled. She has

no stamps from Mexico nor from the many countries in South America, nor the West
Indies. Well, ail the stamps that you would have the kindness of giving her would be very

welcome and we send you our thanks far in advance. The first émission stamps that now
can no longer be found are the rarest and in most demand. One could probably find them
on very old letters. If this is too difficult perhaps some of your friends could contribute to

our cause. You could tell me in your letters those that were helpful.

If you like ferns, I have a very pretty collection that I will be delighted to divide with you.

I suggest some plants for you that are my heartfelt friends. Please you can tell me which

you would prefer so that I can do everything possible to procure them for you. I would like

to activate our communications, because time passes and the years run together, as you

can see on my photograph that I include. Perhaps you can send me one of yours. In this

way we will know a little of each other. I hope that our relationship will become even more
amicable.

Accept, dear Sir, a profusion of my most affectionate greetings and my dévotions.

R. Lenormand

Translation: Manfred Thurmann
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ie Lenormand Rec. Paris 27 March

Vire March 26, 1869

My dear Sir,

The day before yesterday I found a very agréable surprise when receiving your excellent

letter dated in Paris the 23rd. of this month. I knew that you where in Europe and I had
the most vivid désire to write to you; but I did not know your address. I asked my friend

Buchinger from Strasbourg, two times, but with no results, about my correspondence
which I count on for my information. He knew that you were in Somme but ready to leave

this town. He asked Mr. Weber, scholar on Cactophils, for the letter that you sent him. I

dreamt of having your address, and thank God, it was you who had given me the means
which enables me to converse with you, and I hurry to profit from this opportunity. I

longed to thank you for the dispatch that you were so kind to send me from your
magnificent American bulrush collection.That precious collection arrived already some
time ago, and was perfectly preserved You can't imagine how happy I am to have it.

Other that the great merit that thèse plants have for themselves, they will be for me the
type that will allow me to recognize in a positive manner, other species of the same
gender that I have from the United States. AH what I have received has corne from Mr
Camby, Gobb and Curtis, to which I must add some from California. I am grateful to Mr.

Golander for those that are not yet named. While I will have the spare time to examine
them, I will profit from your kindness and send you those that I have not been able to

recognize or of which I have many doubts.

Unfortunately there were no Isoetes nor Linnacee, that you thought you had placed in

your package or perhaps sent erroneously to Mr Al Braun. I did not see any and this

scholar who wrote me two times did not mention if you had asked him to tell me. I

présume therefor that you forget them, which is too bad as I have a préférence for the

Isoetes. I own nearly ail the ones that corne from Europe and Algiers. In regards the
American species I received only two or three from Mr. Camby.

I did not realize how many Linnacee there were. My friend, Mr. Eulenstein, who résides
in Dresden, asked me a few months ago, how many I had, so that he could tell Mr.

Hegelmaier. I satisfied his désire, but have as yet not received thanks. I fear that they
were of no help to the monograph of this scholar. If you would have some of the

bulrushes from the United States, I would be most obliged to receive them.

I congratulate myself more and more for having been able to correspond with your
scholars and generous compatriots, Mr. Camby, Gobb and Gollander, who have alreay

sent me a shipment that will be followed by others which they are going to prépare for

me. Mr. Camby went to Florida already some time ago, where he will stay until the month
of May. He promised me a good portion of his harvest. Mr Porter increased his

correspondence. You say I am well on the way of knowing more and more about the
végétation of north America, my knowledge will be more complète if you could add some
of the plants that grow in the south of your country, of which you have already sent me
some. I am thanking you in advance for your generosity.
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I don't expect to receive from Doctor Asa Gray many of his plants, but he has made me a
gift of a number of his works that for me is a wonderfui surprise. I will also do everything
I can to satisfy his desires. On arriving in Alexandria he sent my ietter to Dr. Gaillard that

I had written him this year with the hope that it could be useful to him as a physician and
a botanist. But Mr Gray only spent a few moments with him. He departed for Cairo where
he had to be with a supply of paper so that he could pack some plants. I hope he made
good use of thèse. Mr. Gaillard wrote me that Mr Gray won't be delayed and will return

soon;he hopes to compensate us with his time even if his visit is very short. Unfortunately

Alexandria and its surroundings only are interesting to those who are interested in

business.

I have just added to my collection some Vitis that are not remarkable. The only French
sample I own is of Vitis vinifera (sylvestri). It was given to me by Mr Boreau, who said

that it came from the flora of central France, growing in hedges of Ash, and in bushes,
mainly in the valleys of the Loire and the Allier. It cannot be found in Normandy. I don't

believe it is original from France but has been naturalized since time immémorial. I have
a sample found on the shores of the Eurotar by one of the members of the scientific

convolution, who was sent to Moree about forty years ago. I collected only a few of the

cultivated spécimen. I have four or five Vitis from the United States, among others the

Labrusca. From Japan and Indonesia I received Oriental jade that was not in good
condition.

I will be more likely to satisfy your needs in regards the Cornifera and the

Euphorbiacea. I am happy to know of your préférence for those two interesting families,

of which there are a great number, mostly of the latter one, in New Caledonia. It has an
unusual and remarkable flower. I am awaiting for the arrivai in a few days of Mr Vieillard,

who is returning with a number of packages filled with precious discoveries that he made
in our colony. As soon as his research has begun, my wife will continue with the
distribution to the various muséums and their scholars. She will also be in charge of your
portion, and you can be sure that she will take great care of it. Please tell me in gênerai
terms, which plants you désire. They may have to corne from other countries. In regards
the Cuscuta I do not believe the number I have hasincreased since you sent me some.
Other plants from New Caledonia are disposable, would they give you pleasure?. Please
tell me without réservation, ail what could be agréable to you and remember that for me it

would be a great pleasure each time you ask me to satisfy your needs.
I could send you a package at the end of the year. I will send it together with the one that

goes to our compatriots. I will send it with the help of the Smithsonian Institute. From now
until then ail my time will be taken in the examination of the New Caledonian plants.and in

the préparation of a large quantity of Australian Algae that I have just received. and of

the ones I am waiting for from California. As they have been placed in fresh air, it will be
very easy to rescucitate them by placing them in water and giving them the care that they
deserve.

I hope that you will correspond with me before you départ for America. While waiting,

dear Sir, please accept my affectionate and devout sentiments.

René Lenormand
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Lenormand, René Rec. Munich Aug. 10

Vire. August 7, 1869

My dear Sir,

I have just received through the intermediary Mr. Al Braun, the plants that you had the

kindness to send me. I hurry to address this letter to you with my kindest thanks. They ail

gave me great pleasure and I will be delighted to prove my thanks in a better way than

through words.

I hope that my means will not be insufficient to reach this goal. It is time that I don't have

enough of, as I have so much extra work that at présent I don't have an instant of free

time.

My friend Mr. Vieillard brought back from New Caledonia an enormous number of plants

that we are placing in order and studying. Since about 3 months we have been busy

without stopping and we are not yet seeing the end of our goal. This is not astonishing,

because that végétation is as extraordinary as it is beautiful. They are ail new objects that

appear before my eyes. I would notl be coming to the end of the difficulties that they

présent to me, without the help of Mr. Vieillard, who became familiar with them during the

years that he spent in that colony of ours. I also put aside ail other occupations so that I

can profit of ail the time that he wishes to give me. It is, by the way, important to do it

this way, as he soon will take the position of Conservateur of the Botanical Galery of the

Garden of Plants of Caen, that was promised to him. I will therefore no longer enjoy his

help. I pray therefore for your indulgence in regards our correspondence.

I believe I have a type of bulrush among the spécimen from New Caledonia. As this

gender is one that you prefer, I will do everything in my power to make one available to

you. AH those that I will be able to send from a foreign country, will be reserved for you. I

have been most interested in thèse plants since I own this magnificent collection, that I

owe to your kindness, the excellent monograph in which you enriched science. If there

are species that would be most désirable to you, please tell me and I will do everything

possible to make them available to you.

I regret infinitely to have not been of any help in the work that you have undertaken in

regards the Vîtis vinifera. I asked for samples of this plant that grows spontaenously in

our Normandy, but I have received none from my friends that live in other areas of

France. I am sure and I hope that you will anyway be able to correspond with me.

Are you staying in Europe for a long time? If it would be possible I would like to send you

a package before your departure. If not I will place it

with the other plants that I am sending to the United States of America. Mr Canby will be
happy to remit thèse to you and I will send them using the Smithsonian Institute as the

intermediary.

Please receive, dear Sir, my newest assurances and most affectionate sentiments.

Devotedly,

René Lenormand

translation. Manfred Thurmann
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Death Notice

Mrs. René Lenormand, Mrs. widow Delise, Mr. Emile Lenormand, Mr. and Mrs. Adrien
Lenormand, Mr. Henri Jouvet and his children, Mr. Victor Delise, General Prosecutor of
the Court of Appeals of Caen, Mrs. Victor Delise and their children, Mr. René Lenormand,
Mr. and Mrs. Auguste Lelievre and their daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Lepage, Mrs. widow
Vautier and her children, Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Lebailly and their son, have the honor of
announcing the very painful loss that has occurred of

Mr. Sebastien-Rene Lenormand
Attorney, past Prefect of the Republic at Vire, Botaniste and Member of the Institute of
the Provinces of the Linnaean Society of Normandy of the Academy of Caen, member of
the Association of Normandy and of many other scholarly associations of France and
other countries.

His spouse, brother, brother-in-Law, Uncle, Great Uncle and cousin announce the death
at his home in Lenaudiere, the 1 1 of Décembre, during his 76th year.

Pray for Him

Saint-Germain-de- Tallevende, DecemberU, 1871

translation. Manfred Thurmann


